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Custom
Arranged with the client.

Description
Without fear of the passage of 
time, Alice is an iconic chair, light 
and elegant. With architectural 
inspiration, it is oriented very 
vertically. The two hind legs 
are gossips, they are turned on 
themselves so that they can 
talk. From this dialogue comes 
the twisting of the backrest that 
ensures comfort - their stories. 
The Alice chair comes in two 
different versions: in light cork 
plywood and dark cork plywood. 
Even simple and light, Alice knows 
how to receive with nobility in 
the fine Portuguese way, being 
ideal for a wide variety of spaces 
such as bars, counters or islands, 
restaurants, hotels, dining rooms, 
waiting rooms, kitchens, schools 
and offices. In each place, each 
Alice will have a story to gossip.

Materials
Solid ash or solid walnut 
(structure) and light cork plywood 
or dark cork plywood (seat). 

Finishings
Colourless matt varnish (wood 
structure) and colourless 
aqueous coating (seat).
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DIMENSIONS
High Chair

ALICE bar
REF.  38

Packaging 
W52x D46 x H109 cm
W20 x D18 x H43 in
Gross Weight 7 kg / 15.4 lbs
Units per pack 1 pc 
. Other packaging 
measures available 49 cm / 19 in 43 cm / 17 in

103 cm
 / 41 in

75 cm
 / 30 in
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MATERIALS
High Chair

NOTES Other finishing options are possible, on a case-by-case basis.
Samples of finishings are only representative and not an exact match of colour and tonality.

SOLID ASH
European solid ash, that comes from 
forests controlled through a process 
covered by the FSC Certification. This 
wood can last a lifetime but it needs 
maintenance and care. It is finished 
with colourless matt varnish that has 
a special uv protection that prevents 
discoloration, and also forms a water 
repellent layer.

SH

Colourless

SOLID OAK
American solid oak, that comes from 
forests controlled through a process 
covered by the FSC Certification. This 
wood can last a lifetime but it needs 
maintenance and care. It is finished 
with colourless matt varnish.

SOLID WALNUT
American solid walnut, that comes 
from forests controlled through a 
process covered by the FSC Certifica-
tion. This wood can last a lifetime but 
it needs maintenance and care. It is 
finished with colourless matt varnish.

BOA

Colourless

BWA

Colourless

COMPOSITE CORK
High performance in thermal and 
acoustic insulation. Fire retardant. It is 
finished with colourless aqueous coa-
ting with properties of water repellency, 
stains and high resistance to UV. Light Cork

Colourless

Dark Cork

Colourless


